
28 November 1967 

Mr. Byron Dobell 

Editor 
Book World 
The Washington Post 

Washington, D.C. 

Sir, 

Edward Jay Epstein has been most generous in his November 26th review 

of my book, Accessories After the Pact. I am grateful for his commendation, 
which I value the more because it comes from the author of Inquest, the 

crucial and historical breakthrough-book without which later critiques of 
the Warren Report might have been ignored. 

If I take issue with some of Mr. Epstein's arguments, as I must, it 
is in a friendly spirit and without rancor. But I cannot agree, for 

example, that the “new evidence produced by the recent CBS investigation 
of the assassination" serves to relieve the Warren Commission or its 
apologists of the embarrassment of the single-bullet theory. The "new 

evidence" does not even have the virtue of being "new", since the blurring 

of certain frames of the Zapruder film and their possible correlation with 
shots is discussed in Harold Weisberg's book, Whitewash (page 47), which 

had been in the hands of CBS for a year or more before its "news inquiry" 
was aired. That CBS claimed credit for the "discovery" suggests a sense 

of fair play that is also blurred. 

CBS cited three blurred frames from the Zapruder film (frames 190, 

227, and 318) as probably corresponding with three shots which Oswald would. 
have had "plenty of time to fire." But there are more than three blurred 
frames. In a letter to CBS dated 3 July 1967, I pointed out two more frames 

(numbers 195 and 203) which are equaliy biurred but which CBS did not mention 

in its "news inquiry." As my letter remains without reply, I do not know if 
CBS wishes to argue that five blurred frames correlate with three rifle 
shots; but in any case, it should at least have acknowledged that there were 

five such frames, not three. 

But even if the three francs § elected by CBS had been the only blurred 

frames, its “new evidence” remains a specious argument for the thesis that 
Oswald had “plenty of time to “Pine” all three shots. Everyone agrees that 
a minimum of 2.3 seconds, or 42 frames of the Zapruder film, must elapse 
between two shots fired by the alleged assassination rifle (allowing only 

for operation of the bolt and not for aiming time). But the interval 
between the first two frames cited by CES-~-frames 190 and 227---is less 

than 42 frames. It is only 37 frames---which leaves us still confronting 

the inescapable fact that the first two shots were in such rapid succession 
as to signify two riflemen.
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Since Oswald did not have “plenty of time” to fire three shots, after 
all, perhaps Mr. Epstein “Wl withdraw the qualification he attached to his 
statement that I had "persuasively demonstrated that the single-bullet theory 
is contraverted by the evidence.” 

Further evidence against the single-missile ¢ hypothesis, alt though it 

was not even needed, was provided in the course of the CBS "news inquiry." 
Seeking to bolster the singie-bullet theory (while at the same time 
advocating the "blurred frane-plenty of time" alternative), CBS conducted 

new and more exacting wound ballistics penetretion tests than those utilized 

by the Warren Commission. The tests were a fiasco. Wot one of the CBS 

test bullets completed the series of penetrations required to duplicate the 

feat attributed to the stretcher bullet by the Warren Commission. Some 
lodged in the simulated wrist, far short of success. All failed to 

penetrate the simulated thigh. Instead of proving that one bullet could 

nave inflicted all the woun question, CBS demonstrated that it could 

not be done. (This did not, ho ever, prevent CBS from reaching the opposite 
conclusion. ) ~~ 
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in my book: namely, that others in the car were not thrown beckward like 

the President, as they would have been if the car had accelerated; both 

Governor Connelly end his wife testified that it was after the President. 
was shot in the head that the driver vas instructed to "get out of here;" 

and motion pictures show thet the car siowed down momentarily after the 
head shot, and then accelerated. 

The possibility of @ neuromuscular reaction seems to me to be remote 

on the basis of my conversetions with Dr. Cyril H. Wecht, the Forensic 
pathologist who stated on the CES “news inquiry” that he Found it "quite 
unlikely and dif ficult to accept" the backward heed slam as a response to 
a bullet from the rear. CBS, seemingly determined to weconcile the head 

snap with & bullet in the back of tne head, solicited the opinion of another 
expert, physicist Charles Wyckoff. The interviewer put the problem to Dr. 
Wyckoff in these terms: “Some cerd Lt 
can clearly see the exnl 

that that certainly indi 
no critic who has ever made 
man predictably had been Koc! 

to proclaim that we had hee 

backward after being struck 

it been able to Pind @ comp: 

reaction, would have taken refx; 
One must wonder also if CBS was 

R.A.J. Riddie, not mentioned in 
reaction to the head shot “is to 
bullet from above and behind” and thet “the only reasonable conelusion 
consistent with the laws cf chysics is that the bullet was fired from ea 

position forward and to the right of the President" (Ramoerts, January 1967). 
This finding has been on record for the best part of a year without challenge 

or refutation by any qualifie i . 

1S Say that by the very fact that you 
10 bullet on the front side of the President, 

tes the 1 bullet came from the front." (I know of 
Sa sreposterous suggestion.) After this straw 
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That being so, it should not be incumbent on me to disprove the 
tenuous possibllity of neuron uscular reaction, [hs it happeris, J.D. 
Thompson, in his book 5: esornis in Dallas, nes made what seems to 

me a conclusive case 4 st the neuromuscular reaction theory, / No 
critic of the Warren Resort should be recuired to anticipate, much less 

to disprove in advance, each and every new susgestion made, in the wake 
of effective critical argument, » & view to somehow vindicating the 
collapsing structure of the Report its credibility does not hinge 
solely on the head shot, or the single-bullet theory, even if one or 
the other could somehow be rescued from the contraverting facts, The 

Report is in conflict with the evidea every one of its central 

assertions and conclusions, To suppose that sll its ruinous defects 
can, somehow or othsr, bs "explained away," and the whole Report thus 

salvaged, is to demand the abrogation of the laws of probability and 

to enter into 4 surrsalist dimension where practical logic and the 
proven criteria of judging are abandoned, 

But there is no need t a 
Wa arren Report. It must be weighed on ust 

_disinterest, veracity, ac Vs ACS , and sredibility, Thus , 
i do 3 net agree with Mr » Epstein chat my "third argument" is 

merely that "the Commission': 8 are weakened by implausi- 
bilities." Rather, mr book demonstrates that the ‘events depicted 

in the Report" (regardless of t ture of "one's expectations® 
about them) were falsely report demonstrates that the 

Warren Commission tried to exbi Leth, avalanche of irrelevancies 

ang custom-tallored "fact,? @ Lllumine mn found in the source data: 
that Oswald could not p ave sole assassin, and that he 
lacked the motive, means, 2 portunity to commit any of the crimes 
of which he has been accused. 

A caveat in terms of "the contingent character of facts" and their 

possession of "no trace of self-evidernce" is well and good; but it must 

irst inst ren Report, wnose "facts" turn 
t 

be applied in the f ast 
out not to be facts, or curmingly selected bat incomplete facts, in all 

too many pivotal instances. To apoly the caveat wnile ignoring the 

non-factual character of the "facts" ssue is to place resolution of 
the problem always beyord cur grasp 
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